STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS
Club:
Canterbury Jockey Club @ Riccarton Park
Date:
Thursday, 10 March 2022
Weather:
Overcast
Track:
Dead 4, Good 3 retrospective to Race 1
Rail:
Out 6 metres
Stewards:
V Algar (Chair), J Oatham, D Wadley
Vet:
D Williamson BVSc
Typist:
C McMullan
SUMMARY
Suspensions:

Race

3
7

Fines:
Warnings:
Protests:
Request for Ruling:

Nil
Nil
Nil
Race

7

Horse Actions:

Race

3
4

7

C Barnes CEEDOUBLEUJAY
Careless riding 1200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 20/3-26/3, 4 days
K Chowdhoory CEDDY SMITH
Careless riding 250 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 12/3-23/3, 5 days

K Kwo SHE’S RECOMMENDED
Declared a starter [Rule 632(1)]
TWILIGHT GEM
Required to barrier trial
BEAU ROUGE
Bled. 3 month stand down from racing or trialling. 2 month stand down from
exercise. Veterinary certificate required
SHE’S RECOMMENDED
Required to barrier trial

Follow Up:
Rider Changes:
Late Scratchings:

Nil
Nil
Race

Medical Certificates:
Swabbing:

Nil
ROCASTANO, FIREGLOW, SAVVY BOY, PROSERVE, ROYAL WINGS, BENEFICIAL, CEDDY SMITH,
SUMMER FESTIVAL

3

TWILIGHT GEM
2.17pm Reluctant to load.

GENERAL
Nothing to report
SUPPLEMENTARY
Otago Racing Club at Wingatui - Saturday, 5 March 2022
Race 4 - POSITIVE SIGNS 1200m
CHOKITO (T Comignaghi) – Trainer Mr W Coles advised Stewards that he was satisfied with the post-race condition of
the mare and it is his intention to continue on with CHOKITO’S current preparation.
Race 9 - NZB AIRFREIGHT STAKES 1400m
MISS OTIS REGRETS (B Murray) – Stable representative Mr R Mildon reported to Stewards that after receiving postrace veterinary treatment to a small laceration above the left knee, MISS OTIS REGRETS underwent surgery on

Monday, 7 March when developing an infection in the laceration. R Mildon further advised that the filly has been sent
for a spell.

RACE COMMENTS
Race 1
LINDAUER MAIDEN 1200m
AREYOUOKAY (C Barnes) - Slow away. Raced ungenerously in the early and middle stages.
NELLIE GREY (K Mudhoo) - Slow away.
MARCH TO THE BEAT (S Toolooa) - Slow away.
IN HEAVEN (J Laking) - Steadied to obtain cover in the early stages after jumping from the outside barrier.
COPY THAT (K Chowdhoory) - Over raced in the early to middle stages. Held up early in the straight and was then held
up over the concluding stages when AUNT CINDY lay out under pressure.
ANDREA (T Moseley) – Commenced to over race laying in dictating MARION MERLE inwards placing MARCH TO THE
BEAT in restricted room having to be steadied passing the 1000 metres.
DUBAI LADY (K Asano) - Raced wide without cover throughout.
MIDNIGHT JANE (T Jonker) - Held up early in the final straight.
AUNT CINDY (B Murray) - Rider lost the use of his right rein which was quickly regathered passing the 250 metres. Lay
out over the concluding stages.
BABY CHEESES (R Mudhoo) - Rider dropped his whip passing the 200 metres.
The track was upgraded to Good 3 retrospective to Race 1.
Race 2
SPEIGHT’S 1200M
SELFIE (T Moseley) - Slow away.
FIONNUALA (K Kwo) - Jumped away awkwardly having to be steadied shortly after the start.
OUR ROSETTE (K Chowdhoory) - Jumped away awkwardly losing ground. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages.
HE’S READY (K Asano) - Over raced when being restrained shortly after the start. Hung in throughout the final straight
and was unable to be ridden out fully. Co-trainer M Pitman advised they will be looking to make gear changes prior to
the gelding’s next start.
CAN’T SAY ENOUGH (T Comignaghi) - Raced keenly in the early and middle stages. Lay in when placed under pressure
throughout the final straight. Rider reported the mare will benefit in some easing of track conditions.
BOLT FROM THE BLUE (L Allpress) - When questioned regarding performance rider could offer no excuse.
Race 3
TUNNEL WASH MAIDEN 1400m
TWILIGHT GEM (S Toolooa) - Declared a late scratching at 2.17pm after proving reluctant to load then rearing over
backwards behind the barriers. Trainer J Burrows was advised the mare is now required to barrier trial to the
satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing next.

ON MY SHOULDERS (R Mudhoo) - Slow away.
VICTOR ROUGE (J Laking) - Slow away.
CEEDOUBLEUJAY (C Barnes) - Shifted inwards shortly after the start when not sufficiently clear of ZAPPOLINO which
was crowded and forced inwards onto VECTOR which was checked near the 1200 metres.
ZAPPOLINO (B Murray) - Crowded and dictated inwards shortly after the start. Raced three wide without cover
throughout.
VECTOR (T Jonker) - Checked when crowded shortly after the start. Over raced in the early and middle stages.
SISTER SARAH (K Asano) - Held up for a distance passing the 600 metres.
STAN WITH ME (K Chowdhoory) - When questioned regarding performance rider could offer no excuse.
C Barnes (CEEDOUBLEUJAY) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that she permitted her mount CEEDOUBLEUJAY
to shift inwards shortly after the start when not sufficiently clear of ZAPPOLINO which was crowded and forced
inwards onto VECTOR which was checked near the 1200 metres. After considering submissions the Adjudicator
imposed a suspension of C Barnes’ licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Saturday, 19 March until
the conclusion of racing on Saturday, 26 March, 4 national days.
Race 4
COUPLAND’S BAKERIES MAIDEN 1600m
THE ARCTIC BLAST (K Asano) - Jumped away awkwardly before being further hampered when crowded losing ground.
THEUNNAMEDFEELING (T Moseley) - Slow away.
STAR VISTA (S Toolooa) - Crowded leaving the barriers. Raced ungenerously in the early and middle stages.
VISTOCK (L Allpress) - Hampered leaving the barriers losing ground.
PROSERVE (T Comignaghi) - Jumped away awkwardly contacting NO RIGMAROLE which was forced in onto VISTOCK.
Lost the left side winker passing the 600 metres.
NO RIGMAROLE (T Jonker) - Contacted leaving the barriers. When questioned regarding performance rider advised
that after getting further back than intended the mare had been unable to recover and, in her opinion would benefit
from a step up in distance.
BEAU ROUGE (J Laking) - Buffeted leaving the barriers then being steadied shortly after when placed in restricted
room. Over raced in the early and middle stages. Returned to the enclosure with blood present in the right nostril.
Following a veterinary inspection BEAU ROUGE was confirmed to have bled. BEAU ROUGE shall not be ridden in
exercise for a period of two months or start in any race or trial for a period of three months, and then only after a
satisfactory gallop of at least 1000 metres in the presence of a Veterinarian.
JUSTA LAD (W Pinn) - Raced three wide without cover. Placed in restricted room when WHILE YOU’RE THERE lay out
under pressure passing the 250 metres. K Kwo was advised to exercise greater care.
WHILE YOU’RE THERE (K Kwo) - Lay out under pressure having to be corrected by the rider passing the 250 metres.
Race 5

VALACHI DOWNS 1600m

MR GHIBSON (W Pinn) - Slow away. When questioned regarding the performance and his ride, W Pinn advised that
after a poor beginning the gelding had travelled only fairly and had been inclined to hang outwards. W Pinn further
stated that once placed under pressure MR GHIBSON had failed to respond and had felt indifferent on the firm
footing, and in his opinion had been more suited by some easing of the ground. W Pinn’s explanation was noted.
Underwent a post-race veterinary examination which found no abnormalities.
JUST A PROMISS (K Asano) - Jumped away awkwardly crowding MADAM SEQUOIA.
MADAM SEQUOIA (T Jonker) - Crowded leaving the barriers.
ALL PAID UP (R Mudhoo) - Over raced when a clear leader in the early to middle stages. Quickly beaten when headed
early in the straight dropping out to finish last. When questioned regarding performance rider was unable to offer any
excuse. A post race veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality, with the stable representative
advising that the gelding was now likely to be retired from racing.
Race 6
KARAKA 2022 BOOK 2 NOW SELLING HANDICAP 1400m
EL BEE DARCI (J Laking) - Slow away.
I AM A ROCK (L Allpress) - Over raced for a distance having to be steadied off heels approaching the 1000 metres.
Inclined to lay out and away from HARBOURSIDE in the straight inconveniencing BENEFICIAL near the 150 metres.
WHALE SONG (K Chowdhoory) - Held up approaching the 600 metres and unable to obtain clear running until passing
the 200 metres and then inclined to lay out over the concluding stages.
HARBOURSIDE (W Pinn) - Lay out throughout the final straight.
BENEFICIAL (T Comignaghi) - Inconvenienced near the 150 metres.
Race 7
MARTIN COLLINS 1400m
SHE’S RECOMMENDED (K Kwo) - Became fractious in the barriers as the start was effected and was very slow to begin
as a result. Following the running of this race and prior to authorisation of placings, rider K Kwo lodged a request for a
ruling as to whether his mount SHE’S RECOMMENDED had been denied a fair start. After viewing film footage and
hearing submissions from relevant parties, the Adjudicator ruled SHE’S RECOMMENDED to have been a starter. The
connections were advised that SHE’S RECOMMENDED is required to barrier trial prior to racing next.
BARRETT (S Toolooa) - Began awkwardly.
CAST IN BRONZE (B Murray) - Raced keenly in the early and middle stages.
LORD DARCI (J Laking) - Raced keenly in the early and middle stages.
CEDDY SMITH (K Chowdhoory) - Raced wide without cover throughout. Shifted inwards when not sufficiently clear of
CLOONEY which was checked passing the 250 metres. Continued to lay in making contact with O’JUDE passing the
200 metres.
O’JUDE (T Comignaghi) - Contacted near the 500 metres when HONEY HONEY shifted outwards to obtain clear
running. W Pinn was advised to exercise greater care. Contacted passing the 200 metres.
CLOONEY (K Mudhoo) - Checked passing the 250 metres.

Following the running of the race connections of the fourth placed horse CLOONEY viewed footage of the incident
near the 250 metres before deciding not to proceed with a protest.
K Chowdhoory (CEDDY SMITH) - Defended a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount CEDDY SMITH to
shift inwards crowding CLOONEY which was checked when forced across the heels of O’JUDE passing the 250 metres.
After viewing films and considering submissions the Adjudicator found the charge proven and imposed a suspension
of K Chowdhoory’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Friday, 11 March until the conclusion of
racing on Wednesday, 23 March, 5 national riding days.
Race 8
RACECOURSE HOTEL & MOTOR LODGE 2000m
AQUA ATTACK (T Comignaghi) - Slow away.
RAINMAN (T Moseley) - Contacted passing the 100 metres when ROYCE ROCA lay out.
VOLVIK (L Allpress) - When questioned regarding performance rider could offer no excuse.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment

